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Perspective
researcher with long 
involvement in 
(conceptual) 
modeling
structural engineer 
well aware of 
industry and society 
needs for distributed 
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Talk outline
what is Grid?

because some define it by "form" and "working 
principle" rather than function and behavior

industry needs
grid is plumbing, fashion in middleware changes 
fast

the disappearing Grid
model driven architectures (MDA)
and where does the (semantic) grid fit in

the semantic grid
semantics of what?
semantic gaps

conclusions
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Definitions of grid by Aristotelian 
categories

form
geographically spread resources provided by diverse 
computer architectures

function
coordinated resource sharing … in virtual organizations
IT infrastructure for doing "new things"

behavior
secure environment with unlimited processing power and 
storage capacity

working principle
UNICORE, Globus, Gridlab, NextGRID, WS-I, Condor …

Opportunity: current understanding of grids seems too 
much focused on working principle (and form) ?
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Another view
functional unit

WHAT it should provide
technical solution

HOW it provides it

opportunity
grid technology is a technical solution
users are interested in functional units

disappearing grid …
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Islands of automation: 
organizations 

EDIEDI

InternetInternet

Company ACompany A

Company BCompany B

AuthoritiesAuthorities

not too hard
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Islands of automation: 
professions 

EDIEDI

InternetInternet

ArchitectureArchitecture

EngineeringEngineering

Urban Urban 
planningplanning

hard!
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Web …

Company ACompany A

Company BCompany B

AuthoritiesAuthorities
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… or grid. 

Company ACompany A

Company BCompany B

AuthoritiesAuthorities
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Semantic Web Services …
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application
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ontology 2

midleware
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Challenges
any middleware

security … we may talk
communication … we can talk
semantics … we understand each other
business … we put value on this talking

middleware in the middle
technically: service:service,pc:pc
organizationally: organization:organization
socially: person:person

technical aspects have short shelf life
other have long shelf life
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Middleware

CORBA
COM/DCOM/MTS
Java/EJB
XML/SOAP
C#/.Net
OGSA
WSRF
WS-I
WS-I+
????
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Object modeling group's (OMG) 
model driven architecture (MDA)

Computation 
Independent 

Model

Platform
Independent Model

Architecture
Specific Model

Platform Specific Model

working system

e.g. SOA

e.g. Web Services

manual

automatic

automatic

semi automatic
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MDA and the grid
Where is grid?

current grids are on a 
platform level
grids compatible with 
service oriented 
architectures are on ASM 
level

Challenge:
should grids do better than 
SOA based on Web 
Services?
automatic transformation of 
PIM models into a grid 
specific ASMs and PSMs

Opportunity:
transform a business level 
architectures to Corba, Web 
Services, Grid, whatever-
comes-next platform

Computation 
Independent 

Model

Platform
Independent Model

Architecture
Specific Model

Platform Specific Model

working system

manual

e.g. OGSA

e.g. GT4

automatic

automatic

semi automatic
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MDA compatible grid

Results:
top layers provide the virtualizations of 
the architectures
automatic transformations between layers 
of the models provide complete 
virtualization of the grid not to end users 
but to architects of the systems

Consequence:
reduced complexity for developers
lower bar for entry into grid implementations
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Interoperability: Three 
approaches

Hard-coding: you do a proprietary 
solution and muscle everybody to use it 
(Yahoo, DXF …)
Data standards: You define a standard: 
STEP, ebXML, RosettaNet. Get 
everyone to agree.
Semantic Web: make your 
schema/model/ontology transparent, 
machine processable, hope others find a 
way to use them
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Semantic Web Stack

trust

proof

logic

XML, XML Schema

RDF, RDFS

risk

ontology

Unicode

URI
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Business stack

knowledge worker's
applications and tools

virtual organization's
collaboration services

resources
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Semantic What?
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Semantic?
Web today is 0.005% .rdf or .owl
engineering data today

0.05% structured (fitting a higher level 
semantic model)

does this make them meaningless?

Issues:
Web may stay like that,
engineering data may stay like that,
unstructured but not meaningless
how can IT address this?
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Background
Some (strong AI people) say the world is 
made up of classes of objects with 
properties …
The predefined ontologies are trying to 
capture this

Others say the world breaks up into 
objects with properties … on demand, in 
a given context
Ontologies are constructed on the fly, 
dynamically
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Opportunity:
Constructed ontologies

grid (in its functional definition) 
could provide a context in which 
meaning of the data is achieved 
and the ontologies can be 
constructed
better context that loose group of 
(web services)

some challenges remain …
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Challenge
Example:

system 1: entity1(x,y,r);
system 2: entity2(x,y,r1,r2,phi)
the first is in fact a circle with (x,y,r) that can be 
mapped to an ellipse (x,y,r,r,0)

Thesis
it is irrelevant if entities are encoded in XML 
schema, RDF schema, OWL or predicate logic, the 
hard thing is schema/model/ontology matching and 
mapping
this will never work automatically for non trivial 
cases and stacking layers over layers in the 
semantic Web stack is of little help
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Syntactic Grid?

“Developing XML as a richer 
version of HTML was generally a 
good idea. But what botched the 
Semantic Web is that promoting a 
universal syntax does nothing to 
promote semantics. To avoid further 
confusion, it would be a good idea 
to rename it the syntactic web.”

John F. Sowa
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Conclusions
functional and behavioral definitions of grid should be 
considered
industry sees grid, semantic web, .net, CORBA … as 
plumbing, infrastructure and overhead
its interests are vested in platform independent layers 
of MDA

it would welcome automatic transformation of PIMs into 
PDMs
SOA seems a winning concept

the complex semantics is in the business layers, not 
on the resource layers
OWL and RDF are new notations for old concepts 

they are as useful if there are good tools to process them
they are harmful as a distraction

Schema/model/ontology matching, mapping and 
transformation remain a challenge where better tools 
are needed



The endThe end
Acknowledgement: Based on Acknowledgement: Based on 
the early experience from the the early experience from the 
project project www.InteliGrid.comwww.InteliGrid.com
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Predefined ontologies
The best place where ontologies will work is when you 
have an oligarchy of consumers who can force the 
providers to play the game. Something like the auto 
parts industry, where the auto manufacturers can get 
together and say, "Everybody who wants to sell to us 
do this." They can do that because there's only a 
couple of them.
In other industries, if there's one major player, then 
they don't want to play the game because they don't 
want everybody else to catch up.
And if there's too many minor players, then it's hard 
for them to get together.

Peter Norvig director of search quality at Google
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